I am a fictional character on the Nickelodeon animated television series **Avatar: The Last Airbender.** In the show, I am the only known living Sky Bison, a race of animals that can naturally fly.

I am afraid of fire because of the sadistic ringmaster at the circus always whipping me with a fire whip. I also trust those who have been nice to me, such as all of the group I travel with. I trust Zuko after he frees me from captivity. I can become quite temperamental towards anyone who I think is a threat to myself or my friends, especially Aang. Conversely, I have demonstrated an unrestrained affection towards those that I like, often licking anyone I deem a friend. I also have a fear of going underground or in small tunnels, evidenced by my claustrophobic panic in "The Cave of Two Lovers."

**My Abilities**
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I possess the ability to fly, hence the name Sky Bison. I utilize my Airbending for this purpose; my tail appears to be the main driving force behind my bending but I am also able to accomplish it with my mouth. Due to my size and mass, it takes a lot of energy for me to stay aloft. As a result, I cannot fly for an extended time and periodically require stopping and resting. I am also a fairly adept swimmer as well, although I am more frequently seen flying or walking than swimming. Despite the tranquility related to my personality as well as my species, I am very capable of fighting when necessary. With my bending, I can create powerful gusts of air with just a flick of his tail and can gain advantage over my opponent by hovering. Being a bison, I am also naturally capable of brute strength and endurance. During larger battles, I serve as a mount for Aang. I and Aang are usually integral in large conflicts because our enemies rarely had effective counters to my strength and maneuverability in the air.

*Wikipedia